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b decay of 97Ag: Evidence for the Gamow-Teller resonance near100Sn
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In two complementary measurements, a cubelike array of 6 Euroball-Cluster germanium detectors and a
total-absorptiong-spectrometer were used to investigate theb decay of97Ag, a three proton-hole nucleus with
respect to the100Sn core. The half-life andQEC value of the decay of the 9/21 ground state of97Ag were
determined to be 25.9~4! s and 6.98~11! MeV, respectively. A total of 603g rays~578 new! was observed, and
151 levels~132 new! in 97Pd have been identified. An interestingb-delayedg cascade was observed, which
comprises 6g-transitions with a deexcitation pattern involving an initial increase of the level spin. The
Gamow-Teller~GT! b-decay strength distributions from the two measurements reveal a large GT resonance
around 4 MeV with a width of about 1.8 MeV. The hindrance factor for the total GT strength, summed from
the ground state up to 6 MeV excitation energy in97Pd, amounts to 4.3~6! with reference to a shell-model
prediction. This factor is discussed in comparison with a core polarization and a Monte Carlo shell-model
calculation.@S0556-2813~99!05208-5#

PACS number~s!: 23.40.2s, 27.60.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the the identification of the doubly closed-sh
nucleus100Sn and some of its neighboring isotopes@1,2#, the
study of these very neutron-deficient isotopes has attra
considerable interest. The experimental progress in this fi
includes, e.g., the measurement of the mass of100Sn and
100In @3#, the in-beam spectroscopy of99Cd @4# and 98Cd @5#,
the observation of proton radioactivity for105Sb @6# and
112Cs @7#, and theb-decay studies of94Ag @8#, 1002104In
@9–11#, and 101Sn @12#.

In particular, the unique nuclear structure features of
clei in the region below100Sn makeb decay interesting, as i
is characterized by a fastpg9/2˜ng7/2 Gamow-Teller~GT!
transition~here only the nuclei situated in the ‘‘south-eas
of 100Sn are considered!. Within the extreme single-particle
shell model, such transitions involve protons in the mos
filled g9/2 orbit, with the corresponding GT partner she
ng7/2 being mostly empty. This model predicts the total G
strength, summed over all the final states, to be

SB~GT!5
N9/2

10 S 12
N7/2

8 DB0~GT!, ~1!

where N9/2 denotes the number of protons filling theg9/2
orbit, N7/2 the corresponding value for theg7/2 orbit, and
B0(GT)517.78 theSB(GT) value of 100Sn. However, the
SB(GT) values obtained from experiments are significan
smaller than those from theoretical predictions. This ‘‘h
drance’’ or ‘‘quenching’’ of GT transitions can be express
as the ratio between the theoretically and experimentally
termined GT strengths. For example, a GT hindrance fa
of the order of 4 has been found@13# for the N550 even-
0556-2813/99/60~2!/024315~17!/$15.00 60 0243
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even nuclei96Pd and98Cd by comparing shell-model predic
tions with the experimentalB(GT) values forb-decay.

In an attempt to explain the observed GT hindran
Towner @14# has considered the effects of pairing corre
tions, core polarization and higher-order configuration m
ing. As we will discuss below, the core-polarization a
higher-order effects are both large and together can acc
for most of the observed hindrance. However, one proba
needs correlations between the 0g9/2 and 0g7/2 orbitals which
go beyond the core-polarization model, such as those in
porated in the recent Monte Carlo shell-model calculatio
@15#, in order to fully account for the observed hindrance

The GT strength can be experimentally determined
measuringb-delayed particles andg rays. The electromag
netic radiation is normally measured with high-resoluti
germanium detectors. However, in the cases of odd-even
odd-odd nuclei with highQEC values, it is expected that
significant part of the totalb-decay strength is distribute
over many daughter states at large excitation energy, wh
the level density is very high. Since theb feeding to indi-
vidual levels is often very weak, and moreover theg deex-
citation might proceed through several partly parallel c
cades, standard high resolutiong-g spectroscopy is generall
insufficient to determine the complete GT-strength distrib
tion due to its limited detection sensitivity.

Alternatively, theb strength can be obtained from tota
absorption spectrometry by using 4p detectors. A highly ad-
vanced version of a total-absorption spectrometer~TAS! has
been installed at the mass separator on-line to the heavy
accelerator UNILAC of GSI@16# for studying theb decay of
nuclei around the doubly magic nucleus100Sn and around
the semimagic nucleus146Gd. This instrument consists of
©1999 The American Physical Society15-1
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Z. HU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 024315
large NaI (g ray! detector, and includes a germanium~x ray!
detector as well as silicon (b1) detectors. First TAS studie
of the b decay of 103In @11# and 150Ho @17# have recently
been completed.

Since the TAS technique is based on recording casca
of b-delayedg rays, and the energy resolution of NaI dete
tors is poor compared with germanium detectors, the ev
ation of TAS data depends strongly on the knowledge of
response function of the TAS spectrometer for each part
lar cascade. The information required to obtain the respo
function concerns excited levels and their deexcitation p
tern, which can be determined from high-resolution expe
ments. Thus, the ‘‘double strategy’’ of combining high- a
low-resolution studies provides a tool to map the G
strength distribution to high excitation energies in the dau
ter nucleus~see Ref.@17# for more details!.

As part of an ongoing research program onb decays near
100Sn, we investigated97Ag. This nucleus is characterize
by a predominant configuration of three proton holes in
g9/2 orbit and a fullg9/2 neutron shell. On the basis of th
extreme single-particle model, one expects the decay of97Ag
to be dominated by a decay which mainly populates, a
breaking a pg9/2

2 pair, the three-quasiparticle state
(pg9/2

22ng7/2) in 97Pd at excitation energies around 4 Me
@13#.

We studied the decay of97Ag by using both complemen
tary spectroscopic tools mentioned above, i.e., TAS as a l
resolution high-efficiency device and a cube-like array of
Euroball Cluster germanium detectors~Cluster Cube! @18#.
The unique features of the latter array, including a very h
photopeak efficiency even at relatively highg-ray energies,
high resolution and high granularity, offered an unpre
edented opportunity to obtain high-qualityb-decay data.

In this paper, we introduce the experimental technique
Sec. II and then report on the experimental data obtai
from the Cluster Cube and TAS measurements in Sec
and Sec. IV, respectively. In Sec. V, we compare the res
obtained from both techniques. A shell-model calculation
discussed in Sec. VI, in comparison with experimental
sults. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The experiment was performed at the GSI on-line m
separator.97Ag was produced in fusion-evaporation rea
tions using 4.0 and 4.3 MeV/nucleon beams of40Ca of
50–80 particle3nA intensity from the UNILAC on a
3 mg/cm2 60Ni target, enriched to 99.08%. The reactio
products were stopped in a graphite catcher inside
FEBIAD-B2C @19# ion source which, due to its modera
operation temperature of 1800 K, perfectly handles the vo
tile element silver, but considerably suppresses the refrac
contaminants palladium and rhodium. After ionization, a
celeration to 55 keV, and mass separation in a magnetic
tor field, theA597 ions were implanted into a moving tap
collector. After a pre-selected collection time, the ta
moved the implanted activity through a differentiall
pumped slit system out of vacuum into the center of
detector systems, where it was measured while in vacu
02431
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the next source was collected.
For the experiment with the Cluster Cube a collectio

measurement cycle of 40 s was applied to optimize the97Ag
decay rate and to suppress the longer-lived contamin
97Pd and97Rh even further. In this experiment, for a perio
of about 54 hours, the97Ag beam intensity was about 40
atoms/s at a40Ca beam intensity of 65 particle3nA. The
accumulation ofg-singles andg-g coincidence data in the
Cluster Cube measurements was triggered by a logicor con-
dition of all timing signals of all capsules. The other thr
kinds of triggers described in Ref.@18# were not used in this
work. Another type of singlesg spectra were recorded b
selecting individual germanium detectors from the Clus
Cube and accumulating the so-called MR2000 spectra~see
Ref. @18# for the definition!. The corresponding dead-tim
correction was negligible since the dead-time involved in
MR2000 data acquisition system amounted to only a f
microseconds per event in comparison to a few hundred
croseconds in case of the list-mode data.

For the TAS experiment, due to its low resolution a
total-absorption feature, the suppression of the isobaric c
tamination is more important than for the Cluster Cub
Therefore, the ion source was operated in the so-ca
‘‘bunch’’ mode @20# by accumulating the silver activity fo
54 s in a cooled pocket inside the ion source and releasin
as a bunch of 1.6 s FWHM by shortly heating the pock
This ‘‘chemical separation’’ mode reduces the97Ag rate, but
only by a factor of 2, whilst the contaminants are attenua
by a factor of at least 34. A collection/measurement cycle
56 s was chosen. After three consecutive collection peri
in TAS, theA597 beam was directed for a 56 s interval to
separate tape collector which was used for monitoring int
sity and purity of the source byg-spectroscopy with a
standard-size germanium detector, while simultaneousl
background measurement was performed at TAS. This m
of beam sharing between TAS and the monitoring stat
was continued for a total counting time of about 32 hour

III. RESULTS FROM THE CLUSTER CUBE
MEASUREMENT

A. g-ray singles spectrum

Figure 1 shows theg-singles spectrum retrieved from th
list-mode data, which contains 2.73108 events. This spec-
trum is rather complex for several reasons. First, there
sizable contributions from isobaric contaminants and ro
background. Secondly, as can be seen from
g-coincidence analysis described in Sec. III B, the occ
rence of multiply-placedg rays is common over the whol
energy range of interest. Finally, the summing effect
strongg rays and the escape effect of high-energyg rays add
to the complexity of the spectrum. Because of the compl
ity of the spectrum, only a few representativeg-rays from
the 97Ag decay are labeled by their energies in keV. In a
dition, contributions from isobaric contaminants (97Pd,
97Ag), from room background~BKG! or from escape effects
~ESC! are marked.
5-2
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FIG. 1. g-ray singles spectrum obtained by using the 42 capsules of the Cluster Cube for the measurement of mass-97 sample
for details.
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B. Coincidence spectra

We obtained 1.13108 g-g coincidences from the Cluste
Cube measurement by using the trigger mentioned abov
Fig. 2, a representative coincidence spectrum gated on
686.6 keVg-ray transition is shown. Because of the com
plexity of the spectrum, only a few representativeg-rays
from the 97Ag decay are labeled by their energies in keV.
addition, contributions from escape effects~ESC! and an ar-
tificial peak (3) are marked. The latter is related to a 14
keV backgroundg-ray (40K), and occurs when the gate com
prises energy depositions:~i! either from the primary Comp
ton scattering of thisg-ray in one of the Cluster Cube cap
sules, or~ii ! from full absorption of this Compton radiatio
in another capsule. The cusp-like structures appearing in
spectrum originate from setting the background gates in
gions where coincidences with the 686.6 keVg-ray transi-
tion occur. Figure 3 shows the weakestg ray identified in
this work, which was determined to have an intensity va
of 0.008% perb decay of97Ag. In the previous work using
standard germanium detectors@21#, the weakestg ray placed
in the decay scheme was the 637.7 keVg-line with an in-
tensity value of 1.3%. This factor of 160 indicates the co
siderable improvement of the detection sensitivity obtain
in this work.
02431
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C. Half-life determination

As can be seen from Table I, 16g-lines were chosen for
the analysis, which leads to the weighted average of 25.~4!
s. This result is in good agreement with the value of 25.3~3!
s determined previously@21#, except for the 1044 keV
g-line. This g line was previously assigned@21# to the b
decay of the97Ag isomeric state because of its shorter ha
life @17.4~21! s#. However, the present work yields a half-lif
value of 22~4! s for thisg-line, which agrees with the value
obtained for the otherg-lines, indicating that it originates
from the 97Ag ground-state decay. This observation is co
sistent with the placement of thisg-transition in the decay
scheme~see Sec. III D!.

D. Proposed decay scheme

1. g transitions

The decay scheme for97Ag @22# as obtained from this
work includes 603g-lines in total~578 new! and 151 excited
states of97Pd ~132 new!. The intensities of theg lines in
units of ‘‘% per b decay of 97Ag’’ were determined by as-
suming the summed intensities of all observedg transitions
to the 97Pd ground state to represent 100%. The uncerta
5-3
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Z. HU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 024315
of this normalization was considered negligible due to
fact that the intensities of such ground-state transitions w
measured with an efficiency-related uncertainty of only 5
@18#, and that even very weak lines were detected@e.g.,
0.025~8!% for the 4618.2 keV line# @22#. The decay scheme
of 97Ag @22# contains only thoseg transitions that were
found to be in coincidence with 511 keVg-quanta and for
which the respective initial and final levels were confirm
by other g-transitions. Whenever possible, the coinciden
assignments were checked for intensity by comparison w
the singles intensities; however, manyg rays were observed
unambiguously only in the coincidence spectra. Due to
contamination from room background and isobars, the
signment of someg rays was additionally based on the ha
life information. This procedure was implemented by sorti
the events~singles or matrices! into four subsequent time
subgroups within the 40 s counting interval~see Sec. II! and
then comparing theg intensities accumulated in the su
groups. If a giveng-intensity value showed a decreasin
time-function, the correspondingg ray was assigned to th
97Ag decay, otherwise to the contaminants. For weakg
lines, the placements were also checked by using the m
which was obtained. In this mode, the pulse heights of

FIG. 2. Background-subtracted coincidence spectrum from
Cluster Cube data, gated on the 686.6 keVg-ray transition. See tex
for details.
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rectly neighboring capsules within each Cluster Cube de
tor are summed~see Ref.@18# for more details!.

The g-g coincidence matrix sorted in the add-back mo
was not used for determining theg-ray intensities, due to the
e

FIG. 3. Part of the background-subtracted coincidence spect
from the Cluster Cube data, gated on the 1537.7 keVg-ray transi-
tion, showing the 2817.1 keVg-ray transition which is the weakes
g-line from the 97Ag decay identified in this work. Theg-ray in-
tensity values in % perb decay of97Ag are given within brackets
following the transition energies in keV.

TABLE I. g-ray transitions used for the determination of th
half-life of 97Ag.

Eg ~MeV! T1/2 ~s!

446.4 24~5!

586.9 29.4~13!

686.6 25.9~45!

846.3 34~6!

1043.7 22~4!

1211.0 22~4!

1256.8 22.6~21!

1294.7 27.3~12!

1448.0 36~11!

1489.5 25.3~10!

1537.7 25.5~18!

1563.7 27~6!

1658.1 21.0~27!

2666.8 22~3!

3053.2 25~5!

3296.6 26~5!

Average 25.9~4!
5-4
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b DECAY OF 97Ag: EVIDENCE FOR THE GAMOW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 024315
complexity introduced by the summing effect. The inten
ties were determined by using either theg-singles spectrum
or g-g coincidence data@18#. The summing peaks an
single- and double-escape peaks were excluded, but the
ming correction forg-ray intensities was not applied sinc
the totalg-detection efficiency of an individual capsule is
small that the summing effect can be safely neglected@18#.

The intensities forg rays with energies below 350 keV
were corrected for internal conversion, while for those w
higher energies these corrections become small (,1.5%)
and were thus neglected. For these corrections, the tra
tions were assumed to be of typeM1, except for the 305.5
keV transition~from 13/21 to 9/21) which was assigned to
be of pureE2 type @23#.

An averageg-cascade multiplicity of 2.43~3! was ob-
tained by summing allg-ray intensities and then dividing b
the total intensity ofg transitions to the ground state of97Pd.
It is worth noting that, as shown in Fig. 4, the highe
g-cascade multiplicity observed in theb decay of 97Ag
amounts to 6. This cascade is further discussed in S
III D 2.

2. Levels in97Pd

The 97Pd level energies were determined from the en
gies of the depopulatingg rays and the energies of the co
responding lower levels. This procedure relied heavily on
accurate energy calibration@18# and on the high quality of
the coincidence data. Consequently, not only the intens
of many multiply-placedg-transitions were suitably distrib
uted, but also a few groups of states in97Pd have been iden
tified that each exhibit small level-to-level distances. T

FIG. 4. High-multiplicity g-ray cascade observed from th
Cluster Cube data, with a high-spin state (17/21) in 97Pd being
populated. For the deexcitation of the 3740 keV state in97Pd, only
the cascade involving the high-spin state (17/21) is shown, other
deexcitation cascades are omitted.
02431
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closest-lying levels identified in this work have an ener
separation of only 0.8 keV, the corresponding level energ
being 2375.8 keV and 2376.6 keV. While the 2375.8 k
state is populated mostly from the 3740.0 keV level throu
the 1364.1g-transition and decays mainly to the 1881.6 ke
level through the 494.2 keVg-transition, the 2376.6 keV
level decays dominantly to the ground-state directly by
g-transition that is not observed in coincidence with t
1364.1 keVg-ray transition.

We were able to assign spins and parities to states in97Pd
@22# from a combination of arguments. The spins and parit
of the ground-state of97Pd and of excited97Pd levels at
686.6, 1294.7, 1881.6 and 2244.3 keV have been previo
assigned@24# to be 5/21, 7/21, 9/21, 13/21 and 17/21,
respectively. Based on these results, the proposed value
9/21 for the 97Ag ground-state@25# and of 11/21 (13/21 or
11/21), 9/21, and 13/21 for the excited 97Pd levels at
1943.4, 2141.1, 2176.1, and 2481.9 keV@23#, respectively,
were confirmed. In addition, we assigned spins and pari
to 97Pd levels according to theb intensities from the97Ag
decay and the relativeg intensities. The case of the 1/21

state at 775.0 keV is discussed in Sec. VI C. This proced
was based on the following three assumptions

~1! A b decay with a logft value smaller than 6.0 repre
sents an allowed GT transition, which confines the spin a
parity of the populated daughter level to be 7/21, 9/21, or
11/21.

~2! The g-transition does not change the parity of th
connected levels.

~3! Competition ofE2 and M1 deexcitation of a given
level occurs only if the ratio of the reducedE2 and M1
transition strengths, as deduced from the respective W
skopf estimates, fulfills the conditionB(E2)/B(M1)
>1022.

We observed a few high-spin states in97Pd, namely a
17/21 state at 2244.3 keV, confirming the data given in@24#,
and two 15/21 states at 2371.6 keV and 2500.5 keV, resp
tively. This indicates an interestingg-cascade decay patter
shown in Fig. 4. The 11/21 state, which is strongly popu
lated byb decay, deexcites through states with higher sp
and then after several steps ends up with states with lo
spins. The observation of a high-spin (17/21) state in b
decay of a low-spin (9/21) nucleus shows again the exce
lent detection sensitivity of the Cluster Cube. The casc
represents only 0.033% out of the total 14.9%b-feeding of
the 3740 keV state, which is far below the detection limit f
gg coincidences in a standard two-germanium detector se
@21#. From a singles spectrum in such a setup one coul
best place, in addition to the intense 587 and 1295 keV tr
sitions, the well known@24# 363 keV transition. This would
imply an apparent directb branch to the 17/21 state and
hence lead to erroneous conclusions for the spin assignm
to the parent state.

3. Comparison with previous work

The following major differences occur between the97Ag
decay-scheme obtained in this work and that proposed
viously @21#.
5-5
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Z. HU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 60 024315
~1! Theg-ray energies determined from both works diff
in some cases, the discrepancies reaching even value
yond 2 keV and thus resulting in sizably different level e
ergies. On the one hand, this difference can be related to
insufficient sensitivity of the detection setup applied in t
previous work and to the corresponding restriction in dis
tangling multiply-placedg-transitions. On the other hand
the energy calibration in the previous work for the interm
diate to high-energy region is less accurate in compari
with this work in which we performed the energy calibratio
by using variousg-sources with energies from tens of ke
up to 6 MeV @18#.

~2! In the previous work, twog-lines were not correctly
placed in the decay scheme. The 1880.7 keVg-line cannot
be assigned to a transition between the 1880.7 keV state
the ground state of97Pd, because a previous in-beam wo
@24# has determined the spins for these two states to
13/21 and 5/21, respectively. Furthermore, the observati
of anM3 transition, in competition to an allowedE2 branch,
is ruled out. The otherg-line interpreted incorrectly has a
energy of 1151.3 keV and was misassigned to connect
3291.3 keV level~such a level was found in our work! and
the 2140.0 keV level~the energy of this level was dete
mined to be 2141.1 keV in our work!. Our results based on
considerably improved coincidence data show that these
g-lines actually belong to two groups of multiply-place
transitions~see Ref.@22# for details!.

~3! We have found that most of theg-lines are multiply-
placed in the decay scheme~see Ref. @22# for details!,
whereas the previous work was unable to identify any d
blets.

~4! There is a misprint in the level energy of 3323.4 ke
given in @21# which corresponds to a value of 3353.7 keV
our work.

~5! Most importantly, we have identified numerous newg
rays from the97Ag decay and numerous new97Pd levels.
This is about an order of magnitude more levels andg rays
than were formerly observed, commensurating with the
provement of observation sensitivity. In particular, as alrea
mentioned in Sec. III C, the 1043.7 keVg-transition, which
was tentatively assigned to the decay of the97Ag isomeric
state in the previous work@21#, has been placed unambigu
ously in the decay scheme of the97Ag ground state, this
assignment being confirmed by rich coincidence informati

E. b-intensity distribution

The b intensitiesI b , which are given in units of ‘‘% per
b decay of 97Ag’’ @22#, were obtained by using th
g-intensity balances. Some very smallI b values, which have
very large uncertainties, indicate the absence of a GT tra
tion for the corresponding97Pd level and are thus not in
cluded in @22#. For example, the 1881.6 keV (13/21) and
2244.3 keV (17/21) levels were determined to haveI b val-
ues of 0.098(0.809)% and20.093(0.036)%, respectively
As the correspondingb-transitions are not of allowed cha
acter, this observation confirms the correctness of the in
sity balances.
02431
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The I b distribution obtained from the Cluster Cube data
shown in Fig. 5. The lowest excited state in97Pd~686.6 keV!
receives 10.4~9!% of the b feeding with a logft value of
5.85~6!. Up to 1943.4 keV, only very weakb feeding was
observed. The 1943.4 keV level (11/21) is obviously fed by
an allowed GT decay, as indicated by the rather largeI b
value of 5.7~6!% and by the rather small logft value of
5.59~7!. The next states strongly populated by GT decays
at 2134.7 keV (7/21, 9/21) and 2176.1 keV (9/21), which
receive 2.1~3!% and 3.4~8!% of the b feeding with logft
values of 5.92~7! and 5.69~8!, respectively. Between 2176.
keV and 2890.1 keV, no sizableb feeding was observed
The 2890.1 keV state (11/21) is again fed by an allowed GT
decay with anI b value and a logft value of 1.9~2!% and
5.57~7!, respectively.

One of the most remarkable results of this work is t
observation of a resonance-likeb feeding at97Pd excitation
energies between 3 and 4.8 MeV. This represents a m
progress over the previous work@21# which only reached the
tail of this resonance. Receiving about 67% of theb feeding,
this resonance is characterized by five groups centerin
3351, 3740, 3983, 4286, and 4465 keV, respectively. T
97Pd state that is most strongly populated by theb decay of
97Ag is situated in the middle of the resonance: It is t

FIG. 5. b-intensity distribution for the97Ag decay obtained
from the Cluster Cube measurement. The upper panel shows
result level by level in histogram form, where some representa
levels are labeled with energies in keV. The lower panel prese
the result smoothed by using a Gaussian function with a FWHM
100 keV. The experimentalQEC value is indicated by arrows.
5-6
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3740.0 keV state (11/21) with an I b value of 14.9~8!%,
corresponding to the smallest logft value of 4.12~8! found in
this work. Above 5 MeV, several states were observed wit
total I b value of about 0.4%. The highest-lying state iden
fied in this work has an excitation energy of 5326.2 ke
This state has anI b value as low as 0.015~5!%, but has
nevertheless a logft value of 5.98~16!, which represents
weak evidence for allowed GT decay.

IV. RESULTS FROM THE TAS MEASUREMENTS

A. Experimental TAS spectra

By demanding coincidences between the NaI signals
palladium x rays recorded by the TAS germanium detec
@16#, about 2.23104 events corresponding to the electro
capture~EC! mode of the 97Ag decay were selected. Th
coincidence of the TAS signals with those from one of t
two silicon detectors, situated in the center of TAS@16#, was
used to select theb1 component of the97Ag decay. The
total of 1.53106 events were accumulated for this dec
mode. The spectrum accumulated in coincidence with
upper silicon detectors included about 73105 events.

97Pd decay events were not harmful to the EC-compon
spectrum of the97Ag decay, but contributed considerably
that corresponding to theb1 component. In order to obtain
TAS spectrum containing pure97Ag b-activity, we addition-
ally measured the decay of97Pd in a separate experiment an
then subtracted it from the total TAS spectrum forb1 decay.
The normalization factor for this procedure was calcula
by using the intensity of rhodium x rays recorded by t
germanium detector of TAS. The TAS spectra were c
rected for the pile-up effect caused by random summa
@26#. Due to the registration ofg quanta in the silicon
counters, the initial silicon-gated spectrum contained a c
tribution from the EC decay. In order to remove this cont
bution, we simulated such events by using results from
Cluster Cube data analysis, and corrected theb1-decay TAS
spectrum correspondingly. Using the method described
Sec. 3.3.4 of@11#, we derived an overall EC/total ratio o
0.276~15! for the b decay of 97Ag.

B. Simulated TAS spectra

As shown in Fig. 6, we have also calculated TAS spec
by using the decay scheme established from the Cluster C
data and the simulated TAS response tog rays and positrons
The method for obtaining the simulated TAS spectra is
scribed in detail in@27#. We used the code SIGMA@28# that
was originally developed for a simulation ofg-quanta trans-
port, but treated the positron-transport under some simp
ing assumptions which limit the accuracy in calculating t
contribution of positrons to the total energy deposition.
comparison with a simulation performed by using the co
GEANT3 @29# has shown that these approximations lead
differences in peak efficiencies of up to 5%. The simulat
was performed by assuming aQEC of 6.98~11! MeV for the
decay of 97Ag ~see Sec. IV D! and by using the deca
scheme deduced from the Cluster Cube data analysis. Fi
6 shows that a good overall agreement between the re
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from the simulation and the TAS data has been reach
However, it is evident from this figure that the high
resolution experiment missedg rays emitted from the high-
energy region above about 4 MeV. In particular, the diffe
ence between the experimental and simulated TAS d
becomes relatively large at the high-energy end of the
spectra, i.e., above 4.7 MeV. Some events appear above
MeV in the experimental EC-spectrum, where the simulat
does not yield any. This inability of the Cluster Cube
detectg rays emitted from high-energy states results in
incorrect determination ofI b values. This is due to the fac
that too smallI b values are deduced for levels deexcited
unobservedg rays, while excessive population is obtaine
for those levels which are fed by theseg transitions. Since
the EC/total ratio varies strongly with the excitation energ
this excess is more apparent in theb1-decay spectrum, as
can be observed in Fig. 6, in particular for97Pd excitation
energies between 1.7 and 3 MeV~note the energy shift of the
b1 spectrum compared to the EC one!.

C. Deconvoluted TAS spectra

We used the decay scheme of97Ag, established from the
Cluster Cube data, as a basis for constructing the resp
matrix of the TAS and for analyzing the experimental TA
spectra by means of the peel-off method discussed in R
@11#. In addition, the response matrix has to assume
g-deexcitation branching ratios for levels in the energy
gion where excessive events occurred in the experime
TAS spectra compared to those simulated by using the C
ter Cube data. Because of the poor energy resolution of

FIG. 6. Experimental TAS spectra related to the EC compon
~upper panel, dashed line! and theb1 component~lower panel,
dashed line! of the 97Ag decay, in comparison with the spectr
simulated by using the decay scheme established from the Clu
Cube data~solid lines!. The normalization between experiment an
simulation was achieved on the basis of thetotal number of EC and
b1 events, with the experimental efficiency for EC andb1 detec-
tion being taken into account. Note that peaks in theb1 spectrum
occur 1.022 MeV above the positions of the corresponding peak
the EC spectrum.
5-7
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TAS, we were unable to resolve individual levels, and the
fore used an averaged response matrix, with each energ
in the deconvoluted TAS spectra being treated as a le
@11#. For the region below 4 MeV, where a relatively goo
agreement between the simulated and experimental T
spectra was obtained, we constructed a response matri
using theg-deexcitation branching ratios derived from th
Cluster Cube data analysis. In the high-energy region, s
eral assumptions concerning theg-deexcitation branching ra
tios had to be made, which will be discussed in the follo
ing.

We defineI g(E) as the summed intensities ofg rays emit-
ted from a level with an excitation energyE. As dipole
g-transitions are probably dominant in theg-deexcitation
cascades, we assumed that the branching ratiobi ,k for a g
transition from energy bini to k has a cubic energy depen
dence,bi ,k}bk•(Ei2Ek)

3. For each energy bin the branch
ing ratios were normalized to unity. In choosing the facto
bk , we assumed that the Cluster Cube data analysis had
rectly determined theI g(E) for the levels observed in th
low-energy region, since it involved only summing inten
ties of individual g rays but not theg-intensity balance.
However, these values can also be calculated during the
cedure of deconvoluting the TAS spectra and calculating
I b distribution. During this procedure it is required that t
I g(E) distributions obtained from the Cluster Cube data a
the TAS data should be in agreement, as theg intensities that
remained unobserved in the Cluster Cube experiment
comparatively small~see Sec. III D 1!.

The deconvolution of TAS spectra was achieved by p
forming a series of iterations. We started with the assum
tion that thebk values are the same for all levels except t
ground state and the lowest-lying levels of97Pd. For these
states we chosebk values by assuming that the correspon
ing g-branches are close to those observed in the Clu
Cube experiment. With this assumption, we calculated
response matrix and deconvoluted the EC andb1 spectra by
applying the peel-off method@11#. Then we adjusted the co
efficientsbk to minimize the difference between theI g(E)
distributions obtained from the Cluster Cube data and
TAS data, respectively, while checking the physical co
straints on EC- andb1-intensity distributions@11#. After the
first iteration we found the maximum disagreement to oc
in the excitation-energy region 2.0,E,2.5 MeV, where
the I g(E) values calculated during the deconvolution proc
dure turned out to be much smaller than those from the C
ter Cube data analysis. In the next iterations we adjusted
coefficientsbk in such a manner that this difference disa
peared. The distribution forI g(E) obtained from the decon
volution of the TAS data is shown in Fig. 7 together wi
that obtained from the Cluster Cube data. It should be no
that the total area under each of theI g(E) distributions dis-
played in Fig. 7 is equal to the average number ofg quanta
per decay of97Ag.

The I b distribution obtained from the deconvolution
shown in Fig. 8 as the sum of EC andb1 components,
normalized by using the EC-branching ratio deduced abo
In the same figure the folded distribution obtained from
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Cluster Cube data analysis is displayed. It is evident that
difference between theI b(E) data obtained from Cluste
Cube and TAS measurements, respectively, resembles
features that have already been observed in Fig. 6.

The uncertainties ofI b values from the TAS measureme
are dominated by systematic uncertainties@11# over statisti-
cal contributions in the region below 4.5 MeV, having
relative value of about 10% in the energy region 1.7,E
,4.5 MeV, where theI b values are high. For lower ener
gies, the uncertainties of the deconvolution procedure ac
mulate, including also those from the simulation of positr
transport@11#. The variation of the coefficientsbk , under the
condition that the agreement remains satisfactory, lead
systematicI b uncertainties below 7%. The width of the bin
was chosen to be about 34 keV. The resulting nonphys
small I b values~about 1% in total! in the region around 1
MeV are due to the uncertainties from both the simulation
TAS response and the peel-off method. Therefore, we
sumed additional uncertainties of at least about 2% per M
for the I b values in the energy region where theI b values are
large. The statistical uncertainties of theI b value become
important for the regionE.4.5 MeV, being about 10% for
a 100 keV bin at 5 MeV and about 50% for a 100 keV bin
E.6 MeV.

D. Determination of the QEC value

In order to deduce theQEC value of 97Ag we determined
the experimental EC/b1 ratios within the excitation-energy

FIG. 7. Intensities ofb-delayedg rays from the97Ag decay as
a function of 97Pd excitation energy. The intensities are given
units of quanta/MeV emitted per 10097Ag b-decays. The TAS
results ~dashed line!, deduced by using the peel-off method, a
compared to the results from the Cluster Cube measurement~solid
line!. The latter distribution has been folded with the TAS reso
tion. Note that the intensity values below 0.86 MeV have be
reduced by a factor of 2.
5-8
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interval 3.0,E,5.3 MeV, where both EC andb1 intensi-
ties are sufficiently strong. The theoretical relation betwe
the EC/b1 ratio and the decay energy for allowedb decay
was taken from@30#. For this procedure we selected tw
strong peaks of theI b distribution at 3.3 MeV and 3.8 MeV
as well as 34 keV bins within the tail of this distributio
above 4.0 MeV~see Fig. 8!. The low-energy range wasnot
considered as it is characterized by small EC contributio
The individualQEC values as well as the weighted average
6.98~11! MeV are given in Fig. 8. The uncertainties involve
in this procedure take into account contributions from t
determination of EC andb1 intensities, the energy calibra
tion including the effect of its dependence ong-ray multi-

FIG. 8. Lower panel:b-intensity distributions for the97Ag de-
cay obtained from the TAS data~dashed line! and from the Cluster
Cube data~solid line!. The latter results were adapted to the TA
resolution by a smoothing procedure. The uncertainty shown for
TAS result at 4.2 MeV represents the uncertainty for a bin size
100 keV. The experimentalQEC value is indicated by an arrow.
Upper panel:QEC values deduced from the experimental EC/b1

ratios for selected97Pd excitation energies. The uncertainties of th
QEC determination are exemplified for the 3.3 and 3.8 MeV da
The weighted average of 6.98~11! MeV obtained for theQEC value
is indicated by a horizontal line~see text!.
02431
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plicity @11,27#, and the EC andb1 detection efficiencies~see
Sec. 3.3.4 of Ref.@11#!. To our knowledge, this is the firs
measurement of theQEC value of 97Ag, which so far has
only been estimated from systematic trends to be 7010~400!
keV @31#. A comparison with shell-model predictions will b
given in Sec. VI A.

V. COMPARISON OF CLUSTER CUBE
AND TAS RESULTS

A. g-intensity distributions

As shown in Fig. 7, theg-intensity distributionsI g(E)
obtained from the Cluster Cube and TAS measurements
in very good agreement. In particular, there is little diffe
ence for97Pd excitation energies below 4 MeV, if the stati
tical uncertainties are taken into account. As shown in Ta
II, the difference of the totalg-intensity values determined
by the two methods amounts to 8.4~37!% ~per b-decay of
97Ag) which, if normalized to the totalg intensities mea-
sured by TAS, corresponds to a fraction of only 3.0~15!% of
the totalb intensity. As far as the averageg multiplicity is
concerned, the TAS measurement yields a value of 2.5~5!
which is in very good agreement with the value of 2.43~3!
obtained from the Cluster Cube data. We note that this
ference mainly lies above the97Pd excitation energy of 4
MeV, where the Cluster Cube measurement has misse
total g intensity of 8.9~3!% ~per b-decay of 97Ag) in com-
parison to the TAS data.

B. b-intensity distributions

The I b distribution obtained from deconvoluting the TA
spectra is presented in Fig. 8, together with the Cluster C
result. Except for some smaller structures, the results fr
both methods are globally similar, especially for the ma
peaks including the large resonance between 3 MeV and
MeV. It is also worth noting that within the uncertainties, w
obtained the sameI b value for theg7/2 state~686.6 keV! of
97Pd from both measurements. This indicates that theg-ray
transitions feeding this state are evidently so intense that
are quantitatively recorded by the Cluster Cube. Howev
the Cluster Cube data show a little moreb intensity than the
TAS data in the region below 4 MeV, while missing som
intensity above that energy. As shown in Table II, the tw
methods yield anI b difference of 9.0~3!% ~per b-decay of
97Ag) above 97Pd excitation energy of 4 MeV. This resu
can be interpreted as being due to theg-intensity of 8.9~3!%

e
f

.

asure-
TABLE II. Comparison of the results from the Cluster Cube measurement and from the TAS me
ment in several regions of97Pd excitation energies.

97Pd excitation g-intensitya b-intensitya B(GT)
energy~MeV! Cluster Cube TAS Cluster Cube TAS Cluster Cube TAS

0.0–4.0 222.1~34! 220.7~50! 79.1~30! 69.6~30! 0.93~18! 0.88~11!

4.0–5.4 21.2~3! 30.1~30! 20.9~3! 29.1~30! 1.09~22! 1.79~23!

5.4–6.0 0 0.80~15! 0 0.80~15! 0 0.33~9!

0.0–6.0 243.2~34! 251.6~50! 100 99.8 2.02~40! 3.00~40!

aAbsolute intensity in % perb decay of97Ag.
5-9
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~per b-decay of 97Ag) that the Cluster Cube measureme
has missed. This deficiency can be related to the sensit
limit of the detector in general and, in particular, tog rays
emitted from high-lying levels above 4 MeV to states in t
range 1.7–3 MeV, as discussed in Sec. V A. The high le
density in the relevant range of97Pd excitation energies an
the corresponding fragmentation of the97Ag b-intensity in-
deed represent a serious challenge even for such an effi
array as the Cluster Cube.

C. GT-strength distributions

For a pure allowed GT transition, theb strengthB(GT)
can be calculated according to

B~GT!5
D•I b~E!

f ~QEC2E!•T1/2•100
, ~2!

whereD53860(18) s denotes the constant correspondin
the value of the axial vector weak interaction coupling co
stant gA for the decay of the free neutron@32,33#, I b the
b-intensity value in % perb decay,E the excitation energy
of the daughter nucleus,f the phase-space factor,QEC the
total energy released in electron-capture~EC! decay to the
ground-state of the daughter nucleus, andT1/2 the b-decay
half-life.

Using the QEC value obtained from the TAS data, th
half-life of 25.3 s determined previously@21#, and theI b
values deduced in this work, we calculated the97Ag GT
strength shown in Fig. 9. The global shapes of theb-strength
distributions from Cluster Cube and TAS data are in go
agreement, showing a resonance around 4 MeV with a w
of approximately 1.8 MeV. If summing the GT strength
the range from 3 MeV to 4.8 MeV which roughly covers th
resonance, the difference between the results from the C
ter Cube and TAS data is only about 21%.

As shown in Table II, we obtained aSB(GT) value of
2.02~40! ~the uncertainty originates mainly from the cont
bution of theQEC value! from the Cluster Cube data in com
parison to a value of 3.00~40! from the TAS data up to97Pd
excitation energy of 6 MeV. This discrepancy mainly ste
from excitation energies above 4 MeV. Above 6 MeV, t
TAS has identified someB(GT) strength as can be seen fro
Fig. 9; however, the related statistical uncertainties are
large that these data are neglected. We conclude that, up
MeV excitation energy of97Pd, the Cluster Cube data hav
missed 33~8!% of SB(GT) in comparison with the TAS re
sults, which mainly corresponds to the missingb-feeding
intensities of 9.0~3!% ~perb-decay of97Ag) for states above
a 97Pd excitation energy of 4 MeV. Note that missing even
comparatively small amount ofb feeding to high-lying states
leads to a large discrepancy of theSB(GT) value, due to the
strong dependence of the phase-space factorf on the decay
energy@see Eq.~2!#.

On the one hand, the fact that theSB(GT) value observed
by the Cluster Cube in this work~2.02! is much larger than
that obtained in the previous work~0.44!, which was based
on standard germanium detectors@21#, indeed represents
considerable progress. As shown in Fig. 10, the previ
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work @21# only reached the tail of the GT resonance. Ho
ever, theSB(GT) value deduced from the Cluster Cube da
indicates that even this exceptionally good high-resolut
device has not fully met the challenge of investigating suc
complexb decay. On the other hand, due to the low ener
resolution, TAS cannot provide the fine-structure of theb
intensity in contrast to the Cluster Cube. For example,

FIG. 9. GT-strength distributions for the decay of97Ag obtained
from the Cluster Cube measurement~solid line!, the TAS measure-
ment~dashed line!, and the SNB-basis calculation~dotted line!. The
results from the Cluster Cube measurement and the SNB s
model calculation were adapted to the TAS resolution by a smo
ing procedure. The theoretical GT strength has been reduced
hindrance factor of 4.3~see text!. The uncertainties shown for th
high-energy tail of the TAS data represent the statistical uncert
ties. The experimentalQEC value is indicated by an arrow.

FIG. 10. GT-strength distributions for the decay of97Ag de-
duced from the Cluster Cube measurement~solid histogram! and
from a previous work@21# ~dashed histogram!.
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TAS data do not resolve the entire peak structure of
GT-strength distribution in the resonance, as shown in F
11. This advantage of the Cluster Cube data will be furt
discussed in Sec. VI together with a shell-model calculati
Moreover, the deconvolution of the TAS spectra depe
strongly on knowing the response function of the TAS
each decay under investigation. To obtain the response f
tion, the decay scheme is desirable, which can only be
vided by high-resolution studies. The more complete the
tained decay scheme is, the less assumptions one has to
in unfolding TAS spectra and thus the more reliable are
I b and the GT-strength distributions determined by mean
TAS.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Gross structure of GT-strength distribution
and GT quenching

The theoretical interpretation of the GT strength is ba
on starting with a closed-shell configuration for100Sn where

FIG. 11. GT-strength distributions for the decay of97Ag de-
duced from the Cluster Cube measurement and the SNC s
model calculation. The theoretical GT strength has been reduce
a hindrance factor of 4.3~see text!. ~a! B(GT) histogram from the
Cluster Cube measurement.~b! B(GT) histogram from the SNC
calculation.~c! B(GT) distributions from both Cluster Cube me
surement~solid line! and SNC calculation~dotted line!, smoothed
by using a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 100 keV. The e
ergies of some representative levels are given in keV. The exp
mentalQEC value is indicated by arrows.
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the orbitals 0s, 0p, 0d1s, 0f 1p, and 0g9/2 for both protons
and neutrons are filled. The simplest model for the97Ag
ground-state has three proton holes in the 0g9/2 orbital. Then
Eq. ~1! with N9/257 andN7/250 gives a total GT strength o
12.45.

The shell-model analysis of the strength distribution w
performed by using a basis and a Hamiltonian that are
noted by SNB and have been discussed in@13#. The SNB
model spaceconsists of the 1p1/2, 0g9/2, 0g7/2, 1d5/2,
1d3/2, 2s1/2 and 0h11/2 orbitals. TheSNB basisconsists of a
limited set of configurations within the SNB model space
which the active protons are restricted to the 1p1/2 and 0g9/2
orbitals, the 1p1/2 and 0g9/2 orbitals for neutrons are alway
filled and the active neutrons are restricted to the 0g7/2,
1d5/2, 1d3/2, 2s1/2, and 0h11/2 orbitals.~The results obtained
in the calculations within the SNB basis with the SN
Hamiltonian will be referred to simply as theSNB results.!
Due to these restrictions, Eq.~1! is still valid, even though
the SNB basis goes beyond the extreme single-particle s
model by including proton holes in the 1p1/2 orbital. The
value of N9/2 increases from 7 to 7.24 and the total G
strength from Eq.~1! becomes 12.88, i.e., slightly larger tha
that derived from the simplest model mentioned above.
the following discussion, we consider the SNB value as
reference, which, when compared with the experimen
strength of 3.0~4!, gives a hindrance factor of 4.3~6!.

The GT-strength distribution obtained with the SNB ba
and Hamiltonian are compared with experiment in Fig.
The position and width are in qualitative agreement w
experiment, but quantitatively the position of the peak is
few hundred keV low compared to experiment. The posit
of the peak is determined by the spacing between the 0g9/2
proton and 0g7/2 neutron single-particle energies and by t
particle-hole ~neutron-proton! interaction strength. For the
SNB Hamiltonian the particle-hole interaction was that o
tained from a bareG matrix and then reduced by a factor o
Npn50.7 in order to improve theZ dependence of the split
ting between the 1d5/2 and 0g7/2 neutron single-particle en
ergies~as determined by the position of the lowest 5/21 and
7/21 states in the odd-even nuclei withN551). Better agree-
ment with the centroid of the GT-strength distribution can
achieved by increasing the particle-hole normalization
Npn50.77. This 10% increase would give aZ dependence
for the 1d5/2-0g7/2 splitting which is still acceptable. The
GT-strength distribution obtained with this new interactio
which we will call SNC, is shown in Fig. 12. Since th
particle-hole interaction does not change the97Ag ground
state, the total GT strength is the same for SNB and S
Hamiltonians, the only difference is in the details of th
strength distribution. In this section we discuss the total
strength and in the next section we discuss some of the
tails of the decay scheme.

The present experiment is sensitive up to a region of
citation energy~6 MeV! which is beyond the peak of th
theoretical distribution and which accounts for 98% of t
total theoretical strength. It is possible that configurati
mixing beyond the SNB basis would result in more G
strength above 6 MeV, but such calculations for this m
region have not yet been carried out. For the 0f 1p shell it is
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possible to compare the results obtained with restric
configuration-mixing~equivalent to the SNB basis! and un-
restricted configuration-mixing~Monte Carlo! calculations
~equivalent to the the full SNB model space!. This compari-
son suggests that going to the unrestricted configuration m
ing does not significantly change the shape of the distri
tion, but it doesreducethe totalb1 strength~compare, for
example, Figs. 10 and 11 in@34# to Fig. 4 in @35#!.

We now turn to a discussion of the total GT strength
using results from core polarization and Monte Carlo cal
lations for N550 isotones between100Sn and96Pd, and by
confronting them with the experimental data available
98Cd, 97Ag, and 96Pd. The GT hindrance factorsh deduced
from this comparison, which are shown in Table III, are
stricted to the GT strength within the respectiveQEC value.
In the case of97Ag, we believe that the value ofh54.3(6) is

FIG. 12. GT-strength distributions for the decay of97Ag ob-
tained from the Cluster Cube measurement~solid line!, the TAS
measurement~dashed line! and the SNC shell-model calculatio
~dotted line!. The results from the Cluster Cube measurement
the SNC calculation were adapted to the TAS resolution b
smoothing procedure. The theoretical GT strength has been red
by a hindrance factor of 4.3~see text!. The uncertainties shown fo
the high-energy tail of the TAS data represent the statistical un
tainties. The experimentalQEC value is indicated by an arrow.
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indeed reliable, since most of the GT strength predicted
the SNB calculation lies within the experimentally accessi
range of excitation energy, as mentioned above, and s
the statistical and systematical uncertainties involved in
TAS measurement have been thoroughly investigated~see
Sec. IV C!. The situation is different for98Cd and96Pd. The
measurement of the98Cd decay@36# is hampered by insuf-
ficient experimental sensitivity. The value ofh53.8(7)
given in Table III refers to the SNB strength within the se
sitivity limit @13#. However, a systematical uncertainty fo
this procedure has not been included. The problem with
96Pd decay@37# are partly related to the experimental sen
tivity limit again, but also to the smallQEC value of
3450~150! keV. The latter restriction is serious as the SN
calculation predicts a substantial part of the GT strength
populate a96Rh state at an excitation energy of 2.6 Me
@13#. If one considers theentire SNB strength or its fraction
up to 96Rh excitation energies of 2.6 or 2.0 MeV, one ge
total GT strength of 11.39, 10.56, or 8.95 andh values of
4.9~2!, 4.5~2!, or 3.9~2!, respectively. In a somewhat tenta
tive evaluation of this effect we estimate theh value of 96Pd
to be 4.2~5! as indicated in Table III.

The hindrance factor can be broken down into two fa
tors: hlow , which involves going from the restricted SN
basis to the unrestricted~full ! basis within the SNB mode
space, and,hhigh, which comes from higher-order effects b
yond the SNB model space. Specifically,hlow is defined as
the ratio of the total strength obtained in the SNB basis
vided by that obtained in the unrestricted SNB model spa
hhigh is the ratio of the total strength obtained in the un
stricted SNB model space divided by that obtained in
exact model which includes all possible baryon and me
configurations~mainly nucleon andD particle!. For practical
reasons, the total strength is defined as that associated
the excitation-energy range expected for the GT final sta
within the SNB model space. By definition,hlow andhhigh are
multiplicative, and the total hindrance factorh is given by
h5hlow•hhigh.

The effects associated withhhigh have been studied in
lighter nuclei, where it is possible to explicitly include th
unrestricted configuration mixing related tohlow in the wave
functions, and then to compare with experiment to obt
hhigh. The resulting average value ofhhigh is 1.68 for thesd
shell @38# and 1.81 for thef p shell @39#. As hhigh appears to
be approximately independent of state and nucleus, it is t
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TABLE III. GT-hindrance factors forN550 isotones near100Sn deduced, with reference to the SN
prediction, from experiments and from a theoretical calculation@14,40,15#. The experimental data for96Pd
and 98Cd originate from Ref.@13#, whereas those for97Ag stem from this work. See text for details, i
particular concerning the uncertainties of the results for96Pd and98Cd.

Isotope 100Sn 99In 98Cd 97Ag 96Pd

hlow Core-polarization 1.29 1.36 1.59 1.65 2.00
Monte-Carlo 1.7 ~1.8! 2.0 ~2.1! 2.5

h hhigh 3 core polarization 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.9 3.5
hhigh 3 Monte Carlo 3.0 ~3.1! 3.5 ~3.7! 4.4

Experiment 3.8~7! 4.3~6! 4.2~5!
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referred to as a ‘‘global’’ hindrance factor. For the discuss
below we will take the averagehhigh51.75.

We will discuss two calculations forhlow , the core-
polarization calculations of Towner@14# and the Monte
Carlo calculations of Kooninet al. @15#. Towner calculated
the effects due to pairing correlations and core-polarizat
The pairing part of Towner’s calculation was subsequen
found to be too large@40# and will thus not be included@41#.
The pairing interaction is included in the SNB and SN
Hamiltonians. Of the three interactions considered in@14#,
thep1r interaction of@42# is the most realistic one@41# and
will thus be used for the following discussion. We note th
Towner used an extreme single-particle shell-model wit
pureg9/2 proton configuration as a reference. The small d
ference between this and our SNB reference is neglec
The hindrance factorshlow from the core-polarization calcu
lations of Towner are given in Table III. They are not co
stant but have aZ dependence as well as an odd-even st
gering. The smallest hindrance is obtained for100Sn and
becomes larger as one goes away from100Sn. The effect of
the increase away from100Sn was discussed in@11#. The
effect of the odd-even staggering is to make the result forZh
proton holes in100Sn similar to that ofZh11 proton holes,
whereZh is even. When combined with the global hindran
factor to obtainh5hlow•hhigh, the results of Towner are
about 30% smaller than the experimental results available
98Cd, 97Ag, and 96Pd, as can be seen from Table III.

The Monte Carlo calculations include correlations whi
go beyond the core-polarization model. The Monte Ca
hindrance factors also show aZ dependence similar to that o
the core-polarization calculations, but were not calculated
the odd-even nuclei. The Monte Carlo results given in bra
ets in Table III are interpolated assuming the trend as s
gested by Towner’s core-polarization results. The hindra
factors from the Monte Carlo calculation are larger than
core-polarization results and are in better agreement with
experimental data given in Table III. This comparison su
gests that the core-polarization approximation takes into
count most but not all of the GT hindrance. However, su
comparisons with a consistent set of effective interacti
tested against other experimental observables remain t
carried out.

The SNB Hamiltonian gives aQEC value of 7.024 MeV
and a GTb decay half-life of 3.15 s. The SNC Hamiltonia
gives 6.937 MeV and 4.64 s, respectively. TheseQEC values,
as well as those of 6.76 and 7.03 MeV obtained from diff
ent shell-model calculations@21,43#, are in good agreemen
with the experimental result of 6.98~11! MeV presented in
Sec. IV D. From a comparison of the SNC and experimen
half-lives a hindrance factor of 5.6 would be obtained. Ho
ever, this is weighted strongly by transitions to low-lyin
states that have small GT strengths but highb intensities.
Therefore, the comparison of the total GT strength provi
a much better measure of the hindrance.

B. Fine structure of GT resonance

In Fig. 12, the GT-strength distribution from the SN
calculation is compared with the experimental results fr
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the Cluster Cube and TAS measurements. As discus
above, the centroid and width of both experimental resu
are well reproduced by the SNB calculation. The SNC c
culation has a small adjustment in the neutron-proton in
action strength to match the peak position more exactly,
yields the same width as the SNB calculation. There a
however, many details of both SNB and SNC which do n
agree with experiment, and here we discuss the compar
for SNC. In terms of theb-decay branching ratios, the mo
significant one of these is that the SNC calculation pred
too much strength for the decay to the lowest 7/21 state in
comparison to the experimental results. The SNC structur
this state is dominated by that of a 0g7/2 neutron coupled to
the ground state of96Pd. Its B(GT) value is reduced from
the single-particle shell-model value 1.78 down to 0.07 d
to mixing with the three-quasiparticle configuration and th
further down to 0.017 due to thehlow andhhigh correlations.
The further mixing needed to bring it down to the expe
mental value of 0.008 could come from a variety of sourc

The doublet structure around 2 MeV obtained from t
experiment does not occur in the calculation which, ho
ever, shows a single smallB(GT) maximum around 2.5
MeV. The fine structure of the GT resonance in the expe
mental and theoretical distributions also differs to some
tent. In the high-energy tail, we observed about twice
much strength from the TAS data in comparison with t
shell-model calculation~from the TAS data we obtained
about 24% of the total GT strength above 4.7 MeV!.

Due to the poor energy resolution, it is difficult to me
sure the fine-structure of the GT resonance by using the T
spectrometer. The Cluster Cube result, however, offers
excellent opportunity for comparing the fine-structure of t
GT-strength distribution with the shell-model calculation.
Fig. 11, theB(GT) distributions from the Cluster Cube da
and the SNC calculation are shown level by level. The
perimental 4465 keV (9/21) state can be related to the th
oretical 9/21 level at 4424 keV. Whereas the experime
gives the most strongly populated level to be at 3740 k
(11/21), the SNC calculation predicts several levels arou
3895 keV, but only the 3916 keV level has a spin of 11/21.
It is difficult to find other corresponding levels, which mea
that, although the shell-model calculation very well repr
duces theglobal structure in the GT resonance of97Ag, the
detailed microscopic structure for this decay can not be
termined from a comparison between experiment and the
We regard this partly as being sensitive to more deta
aspects of the interaction as well as being part of a ‘‘sta
tical’’ aspect of the mixing between the final states.

Taking into account the fact that the level energies p
dicted by the calculation may have uncertainties, we h
smoothed the distributions from both SNC calculation a
Cluster Cube data by using a Gaussian function with
FWHM of 100 keV, as shown in Fig. 13. The GT streng
from the SNC calculation is separated in this figure acco
ing to the spin values of 7/21, 9/21, and 11/21, respectively,
of the levels populated by allowed GT decay of97Ag.
Among the three components of the resonance predicte
the calculation, that with the highest excitation energy~cen-
troid at 4424 keV! consists almost entirely of 9/21 states. In
5-13
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this case, the nucleon-nucleon residual interaction ra
mostly the energies of the levels with the intermediate s
resulting from the angular-momentum couplin
(pg9/2

21ng7/2)1
1

^ pg9/2 following thepg9/2˜ng7/2 GT tran-
sition. Furthermore, the experimentalB(GT) distribution
contains two high-energy peaks with centroids at 4286 k
and 4465 keV, respectively. The peak centered at 4286
mainly consists of three states, whose experimentally
duced spins are 7/21 or 9/21, whereas the peak at 4465 ke
is dominated by one 9/21 state. The clear corresponden
between the experimental and the theoretical results obta
for the 9/21 states can, however, not be extended to sta
with other spins. None of the other two peaks of the cal
lated GT resonance is pure, but contains contributions fr
states with different spins. Despite the mixture of spins, th
two peaks predicted by the shell-model calculation ha
been confirmed by the experimental measurement, as sh
in Fig. 13.

FIG. 13. Part of the GT-strength distributions for theb decay of
97Ag, showing the GT resonance obtained from the Cluster C
measurement~upper panel! and from the SNC shell-model calcula
tion ~lower panel!. The theoretical GT strength has been reduced
a hindrance factor of 4.3~see text!. Both distributions are smoothe
by using a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 100 keV. The r
sults from the SNC calculation are separated according to the s
of 97Pd states~dashed line for 7/21, solid line for 9/21, and dotted
line for 11/21) populated by allowed GT decays of97Ag. The num-
bers given on the top of the peaks are the energies in keV of
states populated with the largest GT strength among all st
within each peak.
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C. The first excited 1/21 state of 97Pd

As shown in Fig. 14, the SNC calculation reproduces
energies of the lowest-lying states of97Pd from 7/21 to
17/21 with an accuracy of better than 100 keV. As the 7
keV level deexcites by a singleg ray to the ground-state
(5/21), its spin is restricted to values between 1/21 and
9/21. From the point of view of the shell-model calculatio
only a 1/21 state at 1036 keV is reasonably close to this st
with a difference of 261 keV@predicted states with othe
spins are at least 464 keV~for 9/21) further away#. There-
fore we assume a spin of 1/21 for this state. Checking the
neutrons1/2 single-particle states inN551 nuclei below97Pd
~no corresponding experimental data are available ab
97Pd), we find that the energy of the 1/21 state decrease
systematically when adding proton pairs to theg9/2 orbital.
For 91Zr, the first 1/21 state is situated at 1205 keV@44#. The
dominant configuration of this nucleus is characterized by
protons filling all orbits belowg9/2, with that orbit being
empty. With two and four protons in theg9/2 orbit, 93Mo and
95Ru have their first 1/21 state at 943 and 788 keV, respe
tively @44#. Therefore, the above-mentioned assignment
1/21 to the 775 keV state in97Pd, which has an extra pair o
protons in theg9/2 orbital in comparison with95Ru, is in
good agreement with this systematic trend, which from sh
model calculations is expected to reverse towards99Cd and
101Sn @43#. Incidentally, the SNC prediction of the level en
ergy for this 97Pd state agrees with results from anoth
shell-model calculation@43#, which predicts also the 1/21

states ofN551 nuclei to be 100–200 keV higher than foun
experimentally.

The SNC calculation predicts the lowest 1/21 level in
97Pd to have about 40% of thes1/2 single-particle compo-
nent. Thes1/2 single-particle energy assumed for the SN
and SNC Hamiltonians would have to be lowered by ab

e

y

ins

e
es

FIG. 14. Energies of the lowest-lying positive-parity states
97Pd for various spins. Displayed are experimental results~open
circles! together with SNC shell-model predictions~full circles!.
The experimental data are based on the Cluster Cube measure
and previous in-beam works@24,25,23#. The shell-model predic-
tions are connected by straight lines to guide the eye.
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500 keV in order to bring this level down to 775 keV. Thu
with this first evidence for as1/2 quasiparticle state inN
551 isotones beyond thepg9/2 midshell, the position of the
s1/2 single-particle state in101Sn can be estimated to be 1.2
1.6 MeV above thed5/2 ground state.

The 1/21 level of 97Pd is populated byg cascades from
higher-lying levels, but may also be fed directly byb decay
of 97Ag. These cascades originate from levels with relativ
high spins. We have calculated in the SNB model theg
feeding of the 1/21 level from the higher-spin levels popu
lated in theb decay, and find ag intensity of 0.30~out of
100 b decays! for the 1/21 to the ground-state transition
The agreement with the experimental value of 0.43~3! is
good considering the complexity of theg-cascades feeding
the 1/21 state. It is this complexity which introduces amb
guities in the interpretation of the directb population of this
level: Theb intensity of 0.14~3!% per 100 decays@22# was
deduced for the 1/21 state from theg-intensity balance in-
volving exclusively weak transitions, and represents rat
an upper limit if unobservedg feeding is considered. Corre
spondingly, the logft value of 7.70 @22# for the 97Ag
b-decay to this 1/21 level represents a lower limit. Thi
result does not allow us to draw a definite conclusion c
cerning a directb feeding to this 1/21 state from a so far
unobserved 1/22 isomeric state of97Ag. The unambiguous
detection of97mAg (1/22)˜97Pd (1/21) b decay, which is
of the first forbidden type, would require improved statist
for the determination of the half-life of the 775 keVg ray,
preferably accompanied by a stronger suppression of
97Pd contamination and the room background. An alterna
would be the choice of another reaction mechanism for
production of the 1/22 isomer, in contrast to heavy-ion in
duced fusion-evaporation which rather selects high-s
states.

VII. SUMMARY

This work describes the first successful attempt to ap
two powerful complementary setups, Cluster Cube and T
to investigate theb decay of a very neutron-deficient isotop
near 100Sn. Good agreement between the results from b
measurements has been reached for the whole range of
tation energies in the daughter nucleus.

With the high-resolution spectrometer~Cluster Cube!, we
observed 603g rays ~578 new! in the decay of97Ag, de-
exciting 151 97Pd levels~132 new!. Using theg-intensity
balances, we obtained the GT-strength distribution, revea
a large resonance around a97Pd excitation energy of 4 MeV
with a width of about 1.8 MeV. Additional detailed informa
tion on theb decay of 97Ag has been gained. In particula
we have identifiedg-feeding of a high-spin state~2244 keV,
17/21) and a possible low-spin state~775 keV, 1/21), both
of which have spins very different from that of the97Ag
ground state.
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The result from the high-efficiency device TAS not on
confirms the existence of the GT resonance, but also ag
in terms of its global shape. Comparing the results obtai
from both techniques, the Cluster Cube measurement fa
to observe a totalb intensity of 9.0~3!% ~per b-decay of
97Ag) above 4 MeV excitation energy of97Pd, which corre-
sponds to a deficit value of 8.9~3!% ~perb-decay of97Ag) of
the b-delayedg intensity in the same energy region. If no
malized to the totalg intensity obtained by TAS, however
only 3.0~15!% of g intensities remained unobserved in th
Cluster Cube measurement for the whole energy region u
6 MeV, showing the excellent detection sensitivity of th
Cluster Cube. However, we are still unable to derive a qu
titative experimental sensitivity limit for theb intensity as a
function of 97Pd excitation energy, as this depends on
level densities of the excited states and their de-excita
pattern, which are unknown. As far as the summed
strength is concerned, the Cluster Cube data have mi
33~8!% of the total strength up to 6 MeV which is mainl
accounted for by the deficit value of 9.0~3!% ~perb-decay of
97Ag) in I b to the states above 4 MeV.

Shell-model calculations within the restricted SNB ba
reproduce the excitation energy and overall shape of the
strength distribution despite the discrepancy inSB(GT). The
GT-hindrance factor with respect to the TAS result amou
to 4.3~6!, which agrees with the value of 3.7 expected fro
further configuration mixing within the SNB model spac
and from the higher-order configuration mixing beyond t
SNB model space. This large hindrance factor is a dir
indication about the complexity of the actual nuclear wa
functions compared to what one expects from the simp
single-particle shell model. By using a combination of hig
resolution and low-resolution spectroscopy on nuclei that
close enough to the100Sn core to apply large scale she
model calculations, progress has thus been made in un
standing the phenomenon of GT quenching.
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